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IIIRQDVCTIOR 

This report vu prepared by a UllIDO tem in response to the request made 

by the Resident 2epresen.tative in India, Mr. G. B..Sy, to the Director-General 

of UllIDO, llr. O.tngo L. Siazon. The relK"rt vu expected to conr the 

following aubjects: 

1. General assessment of the industrial aector of India covering areas 

such as policy environment, export development, technology and 

research requirements, connection betveen R+D and production, 

industrial services and infrastructure, design and quality 

~ improvement, ... 11 and medim sector management/efficiency, private 

sector development, investment requirements/facilities and 

industrial manpower development. 

2. Asses•ent of put and present URDP/UllIDO technical cooperation in 

industrial development in India (based on a review of vork already 

done). 

3 Analysis of technical/external assist1111ce being instrunental in 

accelerating industrial growth, empl~t and export development. 

4. Identification/assea .. en.t of the needs and priorities of technical 

cooperation in the industrial sector based on an analysis of •edium 

and long term potentials and constraints in the sector. 

5. .Anal.Jal• of priority aub-9ectora and Identification of appropriate 

areu and modalities for URDP/UlfIDO technical cooperation in the 

context of India'• plan priorities,· and technical assistance needs. 

The teu consisted of UllIDO staff members, llr. B. J'aailla, Mr. A. Bromley 

and Ma. A. MelajarYi and Indian cOD811ltant1 Dr. I.Z. Bbatty, Director General 
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of the Ratt.onal ColDlcil of .A.wlled Economic Research and Mr. M.C. Gupta, 

Adviser (Industry + Minerals), Pluming eo..ission, Government of India. The 

SIDFA, llr. M. Isl-, acth'ely aupported and participated in the vork of the 

Mission vhich took place frOll 6 to 24 February 1989. 

the taalt of the •iaaion has been facilitated by the vorlt done by the 

Regional and Country Stlldlea Branch of UllIDO in preparing the Indaatrlal 

DeTelopment Redev of India and, partlc\ll.arly, the gro\11lcl vork acc011Pliahed by 

llr. R.R. Tandon, Dh'ector, Area Progr~• DiTlsion, during his home-leaTe ill 

India in the months hmediately preceding the 'c01mencement of the IUasion. 

The varm reception accorded to the te- in Rev Delhi, Bangalore, Mysore, 

Madras, Abmedabad, Chandigarh, J'um:u and Srinagar, Lucknov, ICanpur and Goa, 

,.-id the active participation by governllent officials and representatives of 

the corporate sector, public and private, attest to the thoroughness of the 

preparations. The interaction with the privat~ sector vas particularly useful 

in revealing the relevance and the impact of projects assisted by UllDP/UBIDO. 

Likewise, in revealing what such projects can do, directly or indirectly, to 

aaaiat the pri Tate sector, the interaction served to underline dle 

opportunities that exist for technical cooperati~n at the enterprise level. A 

larger share th"l! hitherto of multi-lateral assistance could be channelled 

through to the State level since it vas here that most industrial activltiea 

were taking place. the response given to the team confirms the illllensity and 

Tariety of needs which can be addressed by URDP assistance. 

the team also had Tery useful meetings vi th senior officials of the 

(;overnllent of India in the industry related Ministries and Departments. It 

greatly benoefitted from the advlce of Mr. Abid Buasaln, Member, Plamiing 

Comhaion, and his colleague Mr. Bi ten Bhaya. The list• of persona (senior 

officers of the Central and the State Governments and repreaentatiTea of 

prlTate and public sect.or industry) vhom the members of dle te .. met 

indiTidually nr collectiTely are annexed. 
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The report that follow la the result of the joint effort and shared 

perceptions of the members of the te.. and reflects its aaaesament of the felt 

needs of Indian t.nchlatry in UDP CP IV, •leved against the background of its 

present atatua and the U.Jcely growth illpulaea during India• a Eighth Pla:i 

·. (April 1990 - Barch 1995). 

-
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1. DE lftDIAlf Il!DUSTRIAL SCQE 

To understand the current industrial acme !n India, it is helpful to 

step back in tiae and eatabliah those linka vith past deTelopm~ts which are 

crucial in differentiating the present induatial enTir01111ent fr• the past. 

Thia vould proTide iDal&hta into the dJuaica of the cbange that 1a taltiDg 

place and thereby lead one to those areas which are critical for sustaining 

the change. For picking up the linb from the put ve tum to the aid 

seTentlea vhich can be described u a watershed in the development of the 

Indian e.:onomy. Features that auggest dlia are: 

a) Grovth in agriculture in the fifties cue mainly from extension of 

cultivated area. The scope for this vas, of course, limited which 

soon began to tell. Agricultural growth declined in the early 

sixties - a decline vhich if it had continued vould have been a 

serious drag on the econOllY. Fortunately the bio-chemicd 

technology, introduced during this time, cook hold and spread fairly 

rapidly into areas vhere it could be applied. With the Green 

Revolution, u it has come to be bovn, crop yields began to rise 

and the barrier of land scarcity vaa oTercome. Rot only did growth 

in agriculture improve, but a fairly vast potential for sustainec! 

growth vaa opened up for exploitation. By mid seTenties it vas 

apparent that it would not be long before self-sufficiency in 

foodgrains la achieTed. Instead of being a drq, agriculture would 

then fulfil a basic prerequisite for more rapid industrialization. 

b) Teclmological adTance in agriculture enhanced the inter-relationship 

between agriculture and .industry, dle former generating a much wider 

range of demand for inputs and producing larger Tolumes of 

agricultural rav material• for indaatriea. Agricultural growth vas 

important for another reason. Adequate anilabillty of vage goods 

(malDly food&ralna), vhlch b,,aldes being of coaaequence in itself, 

turned the tel'llS of trade qaiut agriculture. Till the later 

sixties terms of trade had ltOTed qainat indu~ry, ceusing wages to 
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rise relative to product prices thereby inhibiting industrial 

growth. Thereafter the tents of trade moved in favour of industry 

for a feil years and then against it. From 1975-.,6 the terms of 

trade have consistently been in favour of industry and, what is more 

i•portant, largely on the basis of d011estic production of foodgrains. 

c) Growing inter-relationship between industry and agriculture along 

with public investment in the developaent of services (education and 

health) accelerated the growtd of non-farm inc011ea.1 in the rural 

areas. Their share in average household ince>11e increased from 22% 

in 1971 to 33% in 1982. It was this feature as 1111ch as the 

developments in agriculture that caused the incidence of poverty to 

decline. Till 1967 the proport.ion of population below the poverty 

line consistently increased to reach 11. peak of 56%. Thereafter it 

began to decline, equally consistently, and was 46% in 1974 - a 

level it was at in the late SO's. The real decline in the incidence 

of poverty therefore coanenced only after mid-seventies. By 1984, 

it had come down to 33%. 

d) Decline in the incidence of poverty eventually led to a change of 

considerable aignificance in the ho;iseho~d consumption expenditure. 

Till the mid-a~venties the share of household consumption 

expenditure devoted to cereals and food was rising steadily, but 

thereafter it began to decline and has continued to do so. To the 

growth of industry this change was of considerable significance as, 

besides adding a new dimension to the demand for industrial 

products, it pre•ented the opport.miity for ~'tainfng a better 

balance in the industrial structure. It was also a signal 

suggesting that it va• time that the restrictive policy with regard 

to the expansion of consumer goods industries vas reviewed. 
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e) A substantial degree of import substitution had been achieved as 

revealed by imports to availa't::Uty ratios in manufactures. As a 

result, industrial structure had acquired a fair degree of diversity 

and a substantial body of skilled and technical aanpower had become 

accessible along with the emergence of growing class of competent 

professional managers. 

f) During the decade preceding 1975-76 there was a aar~ed slackening in 

public investaent in infrastructure particularly electricity, which 

resulted in the emergence of a fairly serious infrastructure 

constraint on the growth of industry. In 1975-76 there was a 

reversal in the trend and a substantial increase in public 

investment in infrastructure took place. Thereafter the share of 

total public investment allocated to infrastructure has been 

sustained, and infrastructure constraints on the gro•th of industry 

greatly reduced. 

Thus, as the second half of the seventies progressed, there were several 

major factors favouring a marked upturn in the growth of industries. Agri

culture and wage goods had ceased to be a drag, there was a substantial 

expansion in the demand for industrial products, particularly consumer goods -

durables and expendables - industrial structure was inherently capable of 

responding to diverse demand and acceas to skilled, technical and managerial 

manpower had greatly increased. The response of industry to these changes 

( was, however, somewhat tardy to begin with. 

There were two reasons for it. Firstly the rate of import substitution 

had slowed down as indeed one might have expected. In other countries, such 

as lorea, where industralization atarted with import substitution, the 

proceaa after some time did alow down, but the growth of industry was 

sustained on the basis of a subatantial increase in exports. In India this 

did not happen. However, unlike lorea, India is a lar1e country with a vast 

domestic market which could have substituted for exports and sustained the 
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growth of industries when i•port substitution slowed down. This too did not 

occur because of Government's restrictive policy with regard to capacity 

expansion of a wide range of products, specially manufactured consumer goods. 

Sccona, on this account and that of the policy of import substitution a highly 

protected market for industrial products vas fostered vhere competitive forces 

were held in abeyance and a sellers• urltet in llOSt manufactures prevailed. 

This environment, though it enabled the nurture of a diversified industrial 

structure without concentration of economic power, vas not conducive for 

keeping pace vith technological developaenta taking place elsewhere or for any 

marked effort at coat reduction. The former :lllplied relative indifference to 

improvement in quality of products and the latter, in the context of a 

protective regime and a fiscal ~olicy which relied heavily on connodity 

taxation, led to a high cost industry. 

As one came to the close of the seventies it was ablDldantly clear that, 

while India had learned to manufacture an extensive array of industrial 

products, it had to learn how to manufacture them well and cheaply. Towards 

this end it was necessary to diminish protective support and to make room for 

effective competition. For enabling this, (a) access to imported teclmology 

and capital goods had to be eased, (b) exports increased to restore external 

balance and (c) entry into industry made easier and more open. Adoption of 

policies in these directions is currently known as liberalisation. It should 

be apparant that the internal logic which led to the shift in pollcy is such 

that its direction cannot be reversed, though there may be peripheral 

aberrations or short-nm adjustments which may appear in conflict with the 

overall policy. In fact, if growth is sustained, which is most likely, this 

policy vould tend to be strengthened and made more effective. 

There are two aeta of policiea which are related to liberalisation. The 

first concern• the area of international trade and baa two componenta: One, 

which eaa..• the vay to illporta for aupporting the 1rowth of induatriea and 

modernization in terma of technology, and the aecond that provides aids for 

increasing exports. On the iaport aide the main components of policy are: 
• 
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(a) extension of Open General Licences (OGL) for imports, (b) availability of 

selected raw materials at international prices, (c) duty ex•mption on selected 

imported capital goods, and (d) access to ~•ports U? to 30% of turnover for 

export-oriented industries. On the export side the policy includes, (a) libe

ralisation of Cash Compensatory Support (CCS) and duty drawbacks, (b) 

concessional interest rates for exports and (c) setting up of 100 per cent 

Export Oriented Units (EOU) and Free Trade Zones (FTZ). 

The second area of liberalisation relates to entry into industry. 

Essentially this includes, (a) delicensing (or free entry) into certain 

selected industries, (b) broadbanding (freedom to organize product-mix) in a 

number of other industries and (c) streamlining of procedures and thereby 

shortening the time required for securb,,g clearance in those industries where 

governmental regulation is still applicable. 

These policies at the broader level are supported by other policies, such 

as those relating to technology imports and direct foreign investment. In 

both cases the same liberal approach has been adopted to provide the desired 

encouragement. It is to be noted that India continues to prefer 1Dlpacltaged 

technology transfer, retains the option of having majority share in equity and 

be responsible for management. However, exceptions are being made in regard 

to export-oriented and hi-tech industries. In regard to other te~s there is 

considerable flexibility and greater receptivity as compared to the past. On 

the whole, the stance is to encourage collaborations with technology inputs in 

( harmony 'fith the objective of liberalisation and to offer terms which would be 

more acceptable to foreign c~llaborators and investors. 

Quite obviously fiscal and monetary policiea hav• relevance to the 

objectives of liberalisation and must be in harmony with it. Thia is evident 

from the approach adopted by the Ministry of Finance with respect to commodity 

taxation aud has taken the form of the introduction of a 13derated value added 

tax (MODVAT) and a aeries of other adjustments with regard to both ezciae and 

custom duties. Secondly, there is a concerted effort to increase revenues from 

direct taxes which bas taJcen the form of a reduction in the marginal tax rate 
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to cl::rb evation where it is due to a high tax rate and the expansion of the 

tax base. Thirdly, a number of public sector enterprises have been asked to 

raise supplementary funds from the ~api tal market. Finally the tradi tonally 

cautious approach to coanercial borrowings from abroad has been somewhat 

relaxed in order to provide a backup for a rise in imports which at least in 

the intial stages was inevitable as a result of a liberalised import policy. 

The Sixth Plan which ended in 1984-85, yielded an average GDP growth of 

5.56% a year, which was a shade above the target. 

an average rJte of 6.36% which was below the tar~et. 

In6ustrfal sector grew at 

In the first three y~ars 

of the Seventh Plan growth of GDP at an average of 4.2% !fas abort of tu-get 

5%, but the industrial sector maintained a higher 1ate - average of 8.4% - and 

exceeded the target. Manufacturing did even better by attaining an average 

growth rate of over 9%. Growth of GDP was held down by the exceptional 

concurrence cf poor monsoons in three consecutive years ending with one of the 

worst droughts, so that the average growth of agriculture in the three years 

was actually negative. It is particularly noteworthy that, despite this, 

industry maintained a healthy growth rate. Equally significant is the facJ: 

that a particularly severe drought following two a?1ccessive poor monsoons was 

taken, as it were, in the stride, with only a modest impact on prices, 

industrial growth and trade balance. The year 1988-89 had a good monsoon 

which gave a boost to agricultural production and GDP growth is expected to 

exceed 9.0% and industrial growth 8.5% (manufact·1ring approximating 10%). 

Wholesale prices which had risen by nearly 10% last drought year have settled 

back to a rise of 5%. The prognosis for the current year with average monsoon 

conditions would be a growth rate of GDP by about 5.5% and of manufacturing 

arotmd 10%. 

While taking a view on the growth of m•nufacturing over the past decade, 

it may be in order to draw attention to the oft repeated reference in 

liter1ture to the inadequacy of the Index of Industrial froduction (IIP) as a 

monitoring device for growth in manufacturing. It is now coaaonly held that 

not only ia the estimate of manufacturing output underatated, its rate of 

growth may also be under represented. While this suggests that it is 
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importar.t to eliminate the shortcoming of IIP as a monitoring device, it is 

necessary to bear in mind that, in all probability the performance of the 

manufacturing sector has been even better than what appears from available 

statistics. 

Ro comprehensive analysis has yet been aade to related liberalisation 

policies with the upturn in industrial growth, but the observed empirical 

association is UD11istakable. The l.•.g between the initiation of liberalising 

policies and their impact should be lDlderstandable as an adjustment to a major 

shift in policy was bolDld to take time. It wa~ also inevitable that it should 

cause a degree of uncertainty and give rise to resistance, particularly in the 

private 1:1ector accustomed to protection and reticent to enter an environment 

where com~etition was aimed to b£ encouraged. Indeed what was called for vas 

a basic change in industrial culture and such changes do not occur quickly. 

In fact, these changes are still in the process of taking place. Finally, it 

is n_lt yet possible to WlSCramble the effect on industrial growth of 

liberalised policies and factors which are not related to it and to which 

reference has earlier been made. However, irrespective of what analysis may 

ultimately show, both have worked in favour of raising industrial growth and 

would continue to exert their influence in the same direction. A confident 

affirmation of the efficacy an~ objectives of the new policy has come from the 

recent budget speech of the Finance Minister where he said "I have referred to 

the good performance of the industry and infrastructure sector. We believe 

that the changes with regard to industrial licensing, price and distribution 

controls and trade policy that we have made over the past few years have paid 

( rich dividends. The tmderlying theme of these policy changes is to promote 

both growth and efficiency by stimulating domestic competition, technology 

acquisition and modernization". 

Increase in productivity in any sector of economic activ!ty is crucial to 

growth. In industry, two types of measures for productivity are used to 

essess overtime variations in it: labour productivity and total factor 

productivity. Available time aeries on changes in labour productivity while 

exhibiting a consistent though modestly rising trend (2.5% between 1960 and 

1980) also reveal that this is attributable mainly to capital deepening. As 
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an index for measuring efficiency of factor use, total factor productivity is 

more appropriate. Here, due to methodological proi>lems, there are varying 

estimates, but all either show no increase in total factor productivity since 

mid sixties to the end of the seventies or only a modest increase. The various 

reasons for relative stagnation in total factor productivity in the seventies 

have been discussed, but one of the major reasons baa been the failure to keep 

up with technological developaents due, in part, to easy access to a seller's 

market. Continuing low producthity has obvious implications for cost of 

production, which not only affects growth but also the prospects for expanding 

exports. The new accent on aodernisation and promotion of c011petition arises 

out of these considerations, and while total factor productivity measures for 

the eighties are not available yet, it is quite probable that there has been 

an upward shift in the productivity trend along with th£ shift in the growth 

trend. 

One of the objectives of liberalisation policy is to improve the 

environment for the growth of private enterprise. The response of the private 

sector has been positive as reflected in the rise in the rate of growth of 

manufacturing. In fact, if the small and informal sectors were more 

adequately represented, one would find evidence of a stronger response than 

observed from available data. It is also on the cards that as the 

implementation of the policy improves in efficiency there will be further 

improvement in tbe response of the private sector. 

In the public sector too there is evidence of improvement. In the area 

of inZrastructure both transportation and power sectc.rs have aigni ficantly 

bettered their performance in the sense that shortages and bottlenecks are no 

longer experienced in the manner. they vere in the seventies. For the rest, 

however, the performance baa been mixed. Whereas the appropriate criteria for 

aaaeaaing the performance of public sector remains a matter of debate, in a 

significant sepent of the public sector inefficiencies, for reasons often 

explain~d, persist. 

Basically, .:omplementari ty between public and private sectors is 

recognized and endorsed. Thia means th•t public sector needs to be 
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strengthened tb.ougb not necessarily extended in teras of areas and aay even 

relinquish its aonopoly or near monopoly status in some. Strengthening of the 

public 1cector requires not onJv invt!stllent but measures for curbing the causes 

for inefficiencies and off-loading of units that can rao longer be 
rehabilitated. 

InTeataent in the SeTenth Plan haa kept up to target, both in the public 

and private sectors. Although there were annual fluctuationa, gross capital 

formation in the econ~ in 1985-86, the last year for which data is available, 

vas 29% higher in :·eal terms than in 1980-11. Between the s•e years the 

ccrresponding increase in the private corporate sector vaa auch higher at 48% 

and in the household (private) sector which includes unincori.-orated business 

was much lower (15%). In the public sector the increase ':!~s 35%. There is 

evidence also of some iaprovement in the incremental capital-output ratio, 

suggesting gains in the efficiency of capital use. 

Domestic saving rate which had been consistently rising ceased to do so 

from the beginning ~f the eighties: in fact, it declined till 1984-85. It is 

not known yet whether the recovery in 1985-86 restored a rising trend again in 

subsequent years. The slackening in domestic saving has had the effect of a 

rise in dependence on foreign savings and is reflected in an increase in 

India's coaaercial borrowings abroad. 

The capital market, on the other hand, is currently buoyant after nearly 

two years of somewhat depressed conditions which had followed a major extended 

( boom. Over the past years new issues have attracted encouraging response from 

the investors. It is also aignificant that these issues have been dominated 

by equities and conTertible debentures as against a wide spectrua of financial 

instruments issued in earlier years. Performance of the secondary .. rket has 

been even better, as it vaa perhaps natural that the recovery of investors' 

confidence should reflect itself firat in this urket. Transactions in all 

the six major stock exchanae• in the coUDtry shoved that moat scrips 

appreciated in Talue. Tbeae favourable trends in tbe capital market, which 

seem to be continuina, have det!ni tely strengthened the longer term prospect 

of resource mobilization for the priTate and public corporate sectors. 
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While the general state of the economy exhibits signs of health and 

strength, two concerns have been voiced. The first, and the aore serious, 

relates to the external balance. The second, which is essentially sectarian 

and highly controTersial, pertains to vhat is being called the growth of 

"consuaeri-". 

The balance of paJllents position baa been difficult oTer the past few 

years. To begin with there was a deceleration in the growth of exports along 

with an acceleration in laporta to which the alow dovn in domestic oil 

production contributed. Sillultaneoualy there was an increase in repayment 

obligationa. As a consequence the current balance rose from -1.3% of GDP in 

the Sixth Plan to aro1Dld -21 in the first three years of the Seventh Plan. 

The situation in 1988-89, from partial data available so far, suggests a 

further deterioration. However, a significant pick up in exports is already 

visible. After a fall in exports in 1985-86, there was an increase of 151 in 

1986-87 follow~d by an increase of 251 in 1987-88 - a rate of increase that 

was sustained in the first nine •onths of the financial year 1968-1989 also. 

This turn aro1Dld in export performance is attributed to the various incentive 

•easures for exports and the implicit devaluation of the rupee. It is 

expected therefore that this rate of growth will be sustained. Though in the 

current year 1988-89 there was a b1Dlching of imports causing the increase to 

go way out of line, imports have risen in recent years at a somewhat higher 

rate. As it will be self defeating to resort to d h2& restrictions in 

imports, it is all the aore necessary that the current rate of growth in 

exports is sustained. In the •eanwhile, repayments obligations to the IMF 

which peaked in 1988-89 will ease off. India has continued to receive current 

balance support from savings of Indian nationals residing abroad. c;overnment 

is strengthening the i ·nthe structure for attracting more of such savings. 

One can therefore expect an i•provement in the balance of payments, but the 

preaaure will remain unleaa growth in exports can keep the trade deficit 

within li•its. To ease the preaeure C:Overnaent •i&ht opt for higher 

C0111ercial borrowinas abroad, or seek a loan from IMF. Given ita traditionally 

cautious policy with re1ard to c01111ercial borrowings, the latter la likely. 

The concern with consmer 1oods arises esaentially out of the growth in 
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the production of consmaer durables, because consumer goods aa a whole 

continue to grow at a rate significantly less than the growth of basic and 

capital goods. Acceleration in the growth of consmaer durables has occured as 

a result of rising household inc•ea and the 110re liberal policy for entry 

into lndustry. But still COD&Uler durables have a weight In the aanufacturing 

aector vhich does not exceed 3S. ilao, durables which can be described by any 

objecUYe criterion - •1uxurtea• vould not account for 110re than 2X of the 

aggregate household CODSlmption ezpenditure. Sur-yeya reveal that over 60% of 

conamer durables are conamled by houaeholds vho are in or below the lover 

aiddle class category. It is uniYersally true that as incomes rise, people in 

their cons'mtption behaviour exhibit an upward movement along the hierarchy of 

consmaer goods. Io describe the aodest movement that is observed in India 

today as "consumerism", would require the meaning of the term to be stretched 

beyond recognition. Meanwhile, there is no evidence to show that on account 

of the so-called "consumerism", household savings have been adversely 

affected. It is also well known that substantial quantities of durables are 

still S11Uggled into the country causing an unnecessary drain on foreign 

exchange resources and suggesting not only that there is excess demand for a 

number of durables, but that this demand will be met, if not from domestic 

production, from illicit imports. The more sensible approach to this 

situation therefore clearly is to harness this demand for growth, particularly 

since the country's economy is ready for it. 
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2. ll!DIA'S SEYElfOI PI.AR PRIORITIES 

India's Seventh Plan (1985-90) laid considerable emphasis on accelerating 

the pace of growth by easing infrastructural constraints, liberalisation of 

industrial licensing policy and other regulations, provision of incentives for 

rapid grovth of new areas like electronics and a new fiscal policy. A number 

of policy initiatives have been adopted since the commencement of the Plan. 

As •entioned in the previous chapter, the industrial licensing policy bas bee.~ 

liberalised, controls on large houses &Ollewbat relaxed and a aore prapat~c 

policy in regard to imports and exports is being pursued. 

The Seventh Plan had projected an annual growth rate of 8% for the gross 

value of output in the manufacturing sector. As against that the growth rate 

of the industrial sector i.e. including mining and the energy sub-sectors, has 

been 8.7% in 1985-86, 9.1% in 1986-87, 7.5% in 1987-88 and 9.4% during April -

December 1988. The manufacturing industry bas grown by 9.7%, 9.1%, 8.5% and 

10% respectively during the same period. In these years industry has not only 

achieved a high growth rate but also acquired a wider base as evidenced by a 

large variety of goods manufactured/processed by the different industrial 

sectors in the country. 

In the field of metallurdcal and mineral industries the Seventh Plan 

priorities were set on efficient use of inputs, optimal exploitation and use 

of minerals, scientific and technological research for utilization of 

low-grade and multi-metal ores, recovery of by-products, environmental 

protection, improving productivity, efficiency, cost reduction and energy 

conservation. Specific priorities for developnent of iron and steel were 

increase in capacity utilization of public sector neel plants, continuation 

of aodernization proceaa, iaproveaent of aaintenance and inventory aanagement 

practices, quality of raw aateriala and optimization of uae of Mcaree 

resources. In the field of al-..inilml emphasis waa given to the role of R + D 

in the upgrading of technolo&Y and aodernization of the industry. 

Problems to be tackled on priority basis in the field of endneering 

included high coat of prod~ction of capital goods. The adaptation and 
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absorption of new technologies was to be facilitated and the ranae of products 

widened. To pr0110te export of engineering goods various aeasures for 

upgradation of technology, qualit7, product design and coat c011petitiYeness 

were proposed to be taken. The leading public sector aanufacturers and 

research organizatio1111 were to carry out research progru.ea in the fields of 

coal gaaification, welding techniques, pollution control, RC/Ca1C aachine 

tools, new techniques in metal fonaing, horology etc. 

The thrust areas of the Seventh Plan in the field of electronics were: 

{i) General liberalisation of the licensing policy with 

emphasis on creating an appropriate enYironaent for rapid 

growth of electronics. 

(ii) As a general rule, the pattern of growth would be influenced 

by fiscal motiYation, rather than by physical controls. 

(iii) Volume production at the most economic level with contemporary 

technology would be the guiding principle of the policy for 

development of this industry. 

(iv) Indians abroad, entrepreneurs as also the experts who had 

contributed to the electronics industry overseas would be expected 

to play an important role in the development of the domestic 

industry. 

(v) Vi1oroua efforts would be made in the direction of standardisation, 

throuah vbich alone econoaically viable production of components can 

be achieved. 

(vi) Effective steps would be taken to ensure quality and 

reliability of the electronic COllponenta and products. 

The Seventh Plan enviaa1ed rapid introduction of electronics in almost all 

sectors of economy. Technolo1tcal developments in most of the industrial and 
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services sectors were to require 11Uch greater application of electronics. The 

development of electronic coaponents and aaterials industry was given a 

special emphasis, as vas development of coaputer software industry. Concerted 

efforts towards technology absorption, upgradation and development were to be 

aade throuah national projects. 

In the chemical aector the fertilizer induatry was to concentrate on 

better utilization of existing capacities including iaprovment of process 

efficiencee, energy conservation, utilization of wute heat and by-product 

recov"riea. The Projects and Development of India Ltd. (PDIL) vas to carry 

out •arioua R + D activities to assist existing industries and in setting up 

new plants. In the field of pesticidet. stress was on keeping up with the 

latest technological developments in the world eo that better Indigenous 

pesticides could be provided to the Indian aarltet. Pollution control and 

iifety were also to receive attention. The drugs and pharmaceuticals industry 

suffered from low capacity utilization and high-production cost. Large 

petrochemical corporations, such as Indian Petrochemical Corp. Ltd. (IPCL) 

were to have an R + D progra11De to keep up with developmei:ts. In the field of 

plastics stress was to be on skill development and use in new areas. 

Agro-based industries are of great importance to the Indian economy. The 

sugar industry was said to act as a catalyst In the process of rural 

transformation. Here additional capacity needed to be created and 

modernisation and/or rehabilitation of uneconomic sick units were to be 

tackled on priority baaia. As for edible oils the Seventh Plan foresaw a need 

for efforts to augment indigenous production. In the field of leather the 

Plan aaw a need for tedmoloaical iapron11ent in the aethoda of tanning and 

finishing of leather vi th a view to uparading quality and atrengthening 

lndia's position in the export aarlteta. Effluent treataent In leather 

industry waA to be taken up as a priority. R + D in leather products vaa also 

reaarded ieportant. The thrust of f'"le technology development proarames in 

the field of paper ipduatry was tu be the use of non-conventional raw 

aateriala, conservation of raw aaterlals and energy. 
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In the field c-f textile industty the .. in problem had been the increasing 

nuaber of aick production units. The textile research associations were given 

a role in the Se•enth Plan to aaaist in the proceaa of aodernisation of •iable 

units. Concerted scientific efforts were to be directed towards iaproYement 

in the quality of incliaenoua cotton, conaenation of eneru and acarce raw 

.. teriala, application of aicroproceuora for illprovment in efficiency and 

quality of producta, utilization of aarovaat~ and un ..... de fibre waste etc. In 

the jute aector acthitiea were to be directed toward change in product aix, 

diYeraification of product range, quality iaproYement, reduction in coat and 

deYelopaent of new products. 

The industrial growth baa been broadly consistent with the Seventh Plan 

priorities and has been positiYely heartening for the following reasons: 

l) While linkage between industry and agriculture continues 

to be strong, industry has shown remarltable resilience and has 

even insulated itself from agriculture to some extent: 

ii) there has been no shortage of consmer goods: vbeth£r consumer 

durables or expendables; and 

ill) because of the COllpetition generated through policy initiatives 

the price increase of aoae aanufactured goods has been restricted 

e.g. two wheelers, textiles, etc. 

On ~be debit aide one notices factors like continued heavy imports of 

capital equipment and cOllponl!Dts for engineering industry, recourse to screw 

driver technology, in soae areas, particularly electronics, and demand 

constraint in some sectors, particularly textiles, for lack of adequate 

purchaaina power. 

While expressing satiaf action over the perforaance of the industrial 

sector in the first two years of the Plan, the Mid-term Appraisal Doc1m1ent of 

the Seventh Plan made special reference to aodemisation of industries and 

rehabilitation of sick units. It noted, however, that taking into account the 
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employaent characteristics of llOdern industry, the pac~ of industrial gr6vth 

would need to be substantially accelerated if a significant iapact vas to be 

aade on the occupational pattern. 

The doclment further noted that in certain •ectoc• Ulte electronics, 

automobiles and othera, aore ay•teaatic attention needed to be paid to 

tndigeniaatlon. They are high growth sectors and their input deaands can be a 

aaj~r dri•lng force for growth in the related c011pOnent industries. In regard 

to the public aector, it noted that laportant chan&ea had been aade to 

increase both its autonomy and accountability, but aore needed to be done in 

this direction and to reduce the burden of losses. The docW1ent espouses the 

cause of an open capital aarltet and its role in aobilizing and channelling 

resources into the industrial sector. 

As a measure of aid-course correction of policies and priori ties the 

document observed that there vas a tv~-fold t•slt, namely (i) restructuring and 

consolidation of enterprises to maximise ~be producti~ity on resource use 

(fixed assets, labour, energy and materials) for the attainment of Plan 

targets, and (ii) accelerating llOdernization, based on futuristic technologies 

so as to position industry for more rapid development in the 90s. The latter 

task could be pursued through three strategic initiatives: (a) highly focussed 

technological education programaes: (b) expeditious acquiai ti on and 
development Of technologies appropriate to India, (c) pursuing 

mission-oriented technology programes for building up capabilities and 

self-reliance in critical areas. 
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3. ASSISSftEI!I OF QJ!DP PROGRNID: PURING 

CP-III IB ll!D(JSTRJ SECTQR 

The industry sector progr ... e in CP-III was for1111lated within the 

fr .. evork of the objectl~e• and prloritie• of the Seventh Five Year Plan where 

the aphasia was on better util lzation and low coat expansion of existing 

capacity, on the modernization and upgrading of Indian industrial technology 

and the interaction of new technologies to raise output. In its aid-tena 

review of the 7th Plan the Pluming ea-ission reiterating this position 

atreased that the industrial sector atrategt should rely on its potentially 

aost valuable input - scientific and technical knowledge. bovledge based 

industries like software production, commmication equipment, computers and 

integrated circuits presa:ted certain critical advantages in the Indian 

context. In certain sectors like electronics, automobiles and others, it was 

felt that systeaatic attention needed to be paid to indigenisation. They are 

high growth sectors and could be a .. jor Jriving force for growth in the 

related component industries. Accordingly, the UBDP progranne strategy in the 

industry and related sectors in India has been to develop local R+D, establish 

institutional infrastructure for facilitating technology transfer, expand 

employment opportunities and optimize input utilization. 

The share of the industry and allied sectors in the estimated UBDP outlay 

of $ 146 million during the programing cycle 1985-90 is aromid 35S. About 

30S of all projects under implementation during CP-111 have been implemented 

by Ul'1DO. 

The URDP progr ... e includes such hi-tech projects as researcb and 
develoPlcpt on instrmentation . for aicro-electronics, aorphoua silicon 

photo-voltaic cells, noYel-shape zeolite catalysts, fibre-optics technology 

and encompasses application-oriented l+D in low-technology areas vbere the 

illlediate beneficiaries Include the ... 11- and aedium-scale enterprises. 

Whereas the U1'DP assistance has bem atended to such large public sector 

enterprises as SAIL, !ALCO, IPCL, IIL in the specific areas of their needs in 

the steel, al1m1ini1m1, petrochemical, fertilizer and oil sectors, the 

organizational and financial strength of some of the other public sector 
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enterprises like llK'.l'/BHEL/HIL and the product-oriented research establishments 

have been used to create R+D facilities and to help R+D activities to cater to 

the needs of the industry as a vhole, both public and private. 

URDP has, on the one hand, played a strong supportive role in assisting 

the industry sector in India in the acquisition and upgradation of technology 

covering a wide range of industrial processes and products, including 

development of hWDan resources to adopt and assblilate technology, and on the 

other band, has taken advantage of the aophiatlcated research establishment 

under CSII and the technical univeraities to promote the applicatio~ of 

•icro-processor, automation, c011puter and electronics technology. Assistance 

to the automotive sector, textile and jute industry has been extended through 

industry associations. 

A number of th~ existing national l+D centres have been used for 

channelling UNDP input for assisting specific branches of industry in the 

large- 1 medium- and small-scale sectors in upgrading technology and in the 

introduction of new technologies. The UKDP assistance has focussed on 

specific issues to resolve identified problems. The Central Machine Tool 

Institute was first given assistance in the development of computerized 

numerically controll~d (CKC) machine tools and later received URDP assistance 

to develop CAD/CAM capability for dissemination to the machine tools 

industry. The Central Pulp and Paper Research Institute with strong linkage 

with the small, medium and large pulp and paper industry in the private and 

the public sectors is working closely with URDP in tackling specific problem 

areas of chemical recovery, pollution control and energy savings. To enhance 

productivity in the cement industry, the Rational Council of Cement and 

Building Materials and for research and development in packa&ing technology, 

the Indian Institute of Packaging have been the national coUDterparta of UKDP 

to upgrade technology in industries active in these sectors. 

In India, large public-sector enterprises and industry play a significant 

role in developing and acq~iring new technologies and diHeminating them to 

the industry at large. The Govenu11ent of India, as a matter of policy, uses 

the resources and the facilities of these public-sector industrial enterprises 

in developing and acquiring new technology through setting up of R+D centres 
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in specific areas. A good ex-r>le of such a centr!'! is the Welding Research 

Institute of BHEL, which has been developed through URDP assistance and is nov 

rendering valuable aaaiatance to the industry in the area of welding 

technology. During CP-III, BBEL has sponsored R+D progr ... es in advanced 

ceraaics, aetal-foraing technology and pollution control, whereas llRI has 

initiated testing and training programea in aicro-preciaion engineering and 

horology. BIL and I~ have undertaken l+D in the reapecthe &l'ea& of 

pesticide and fluid control. 

A aubatantiai aao1Dlt of the URDP resources bas been allocated to the 

saall-scale sector in creating Product + Process Development Centres (PPDCs) 

to assist the Sllall- and medimt-acale enterprises clustering around 11•;ch 

centres. In setting up these PPDCs, a three-way partnership has developed 

between the UBDP and the Central and the State Governments - UllDP providing 

the intemational Ufertise, training and equipment and the Central and the 

local Governments providing the land, buildings, staff and other local 

inputs. Exa:iples of assisted PPDCs include those for bicycles (DP/IRD/79/028 

and 88/070), sewing machines (DP/IllD/79/027 and 871012), band tools 

(DP/IRD/82/032), sports goods (DP/IND/84/009), metal handicrafts 

(DP/IRD/85/026), nall-scale casting and forging (DP/IRD/83/031) and hosiery 

knitwear (DP/IRD/82/006). These centres apart from being the providers of 

co11111on facility for testing and finishing also give advic~ and information to 

the industry on such matters as improved design, product upgradation and new 

product development. For a n1111ber of these products, there ts export demand 

and further growth potential. PPDC' s role in advancing the cause of higher 

( exports bas been pivotal. 

Dae of the PPDC concept for assisting the SMia has proved to be a us~ful 

instrllllent for URDP to reach the private-sector enterprises. There la further 

scope for UIDP asaiatance in aetting up of PPDCa for other new products and in 

upgrading the existing PPDCs. The eatabliabllent of aev PPDCs ia the field of 

&laas, easeatial oila, P\JllP• and engines are being conaidered for future UNDP 

aupport. Bovever, tbe triangular partner~hip aaonc UIDP, the Central and the 

State Governments, each •haring a •"•rt t>f the coat, can aometimes cause 

problems of co-ordination and tleely implementation. Specially, delays in 
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acquisition of land and construction of buildings, which are essential 

elements of creating nev PPDCs, have sOlletimes hampered the smooth execution 

of projects. Advance planning and close cooperation &aOJlA the partners are 

needed to minimize these delays. 

URDP has been actively concerned vith energy conservation in industrial 

establishments in India. Several UWIDO-iaplaented sectoral projects have 

contributed by introducing energy conservation •easures. Such projects 

include DP/lllD/84/005 (Demonstration lDlit of al1m1ina calciner for energy 

conservation at BAI.CO, r:orba) and DP/IllD/85/064 ("eaaur~s for energy saving 

and conservation in SAIL'• steel plants). Jllost of the projects aiming at th£ 

upgradation of technology or supporting industrial automation viii have an 

impact on energy conservation and, thus, on the reduction of production costs 

as well. Various projects have been developed vith the aim to find more 

effective uses for indigenous energy sources and for the development of new 

sources of energy. UNIDO has assisted in studying the feasibility of the 

conversion of indige11ous coal into gaseous fuels and synthetic oil. The 

refinery and petrochemical industries are expected to benefit from the results 

of the experimental project on development of novel-shape selective z~oli te 

catalysts (DP/IllD/87/007) being implemented in RCL. The project on the 

development of amorphous silicon solar cells at IACS (DP/IllD/87/003) has 

already achieved some initial results; its impact on the electrifJcation of 

rural and remote areas could be very important. 

A major project in the fJel~ cf environmental protection is the 

establishment of the Pollution Control Research Institute (PCRI) 

(DPfillD/83/008), which, due to problems ~r delivery of inputs, such as 

equipment and national ataff, is not yet fully f\Dlctioning. A aecond phase 

will be required to get a good research and development prograane goir.g and to 

extend the contacts vi th industry. PCRI ia expected event·41ally to become a 

regional centre. The project setting up an emission laboratory at ARAI 

(DP/IID/85/010), iaplmented by the t;ove:mment on the baai8 of preparatory 

aaaiatance provided by UlfIDO, hH a long-term objective of reducing vehicle 

pollution. Control of pollution and environmental hazards caused by 

industries being an area of concern to the Government, many projects aiming at 
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modernization and introduction of new tecbno!ogies, completed or \Dlder 

implementation, also include activities aiming at minimizing pollution. 

Examples of such projects are: Performance optimization of petro-tleaical 

complex at IPCL (DP/!RD/84/001), where, for instance, an air-pollution 

aonitoring ayatea vas established, ard the PPDC for aall-scale casting and 

forging industries at Agra, one objective of vbich is the iaprovement of 

design of cupolas to reduce pollution caused by foundry industry. Due to 

various delays, only a technical report on the project has so far been 

prepared on pollution from foundries in Agra. 

Under CP III, UllDP assistance vas requested in several industrial 

en&ineering sectors. The automation industry and the vehicle in~u;try in a 

wider sense have been supported by several URDP/UNIOO projects starting with 

assistance in the establishment of a testing centre for auto11 obile ancillary 

industry in Pune and followed more recently by DP/IRD/79/044 (Fatigue 

Laboratory) and the above mentioned Emission Laboratory. These projects have 

established testing facilities to secure safety of cars and to control 

pollution caused by cars. The project DP/IRD/85/015 (Semiconductor devices 

and electronic sub-systems for transportation) at the Central Electronics 

Engineering Research Institute has experienced some problems with inputs. 

However, on the other hand, some of its outputs, aiming at operational 

efficiency of electric vehicles and energy conservation, are already being 

used by BHEL and the Department of Space, among others. 

The recently approved project DP/IRD/88/003 (Centre for Electric 

Transportation Technology) bas started the development of advanced mass 

transportation systems and technologies for energy conservation. A further 

project in a related field is DP/IRD/85/060 (Strengthening of design and 

development of construction and earth moving machinery) being implemented by 

Bharat Earth Movers Limited (BEML). Aa a result of the project, Indian 

mining, irrigation, road- and house-construction sector• are expected to 

benefit from the improved design and manufacturing proceaaes of indigenously 

manufactured equipment. 

A aeries of projects bringing automation and computer aids to industry 
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have been 1Dlder implementation during CP III. These include: Assistance to 

aetal working industry in India - computer aids at CM'l'I (DP/IBD/82/019) and 

Development of Microprocessor Based Agro Dairy Instruments (DP/IBD/81/025). 

The main purposes of these projects have been the development of capabilities 

in software or hardware development, training of manpower and/or providing 

services to industry. CAD/CAM systems have been introduced to several other 

projects as well, as their use is expected to have an important impact on 

product quality. 

A further project of the above type, DP/IBD/82/034 (Appropriate 

Automation Promotion Progranne), has aimed to promote the appropriate 

integration of electronics in industry with other tools of control and to 

evolve a multidisciplinary approach to industrial electronics. 

The immediate objective of the project DP/IBD/84/030 (Microprocessor 

Application Engineering Progr1111e) is to establish capabilities for the 

application of microprocessors in five regional centres within India. The 

centres are being equipped to train engineers and scientists in microprocessor 

application in their specific fields and to guide industries in the 

development of application hardware and son· . .1&re. The project is expected to 

lead to increased production through quallty control, process optimization, 

energy conservation and optimal utilization of raw materials and manpower and, 

thus, to lower production costs. Fertilizer, jute, cement, tea, sugar, 

textiles, petrochemicals and steel industries, Dmong others, have benefitted 

from the above-mentioned two projects. 

The project DP/IJID/82/~33 (Cocputer Aided Design Programme) has aaaisted 

in creating facilities at four CAD centre• to provide plant/industry-oriented 

training programmes, to establish CAD R+D facilities and to set up on-line, 

real-time computer process control for demonstration in training and in 

testing the efficiency of micro- and mini-computers. There is a major, 

ongoing project in the field of development of knowledge-baaed computer 

systems which is expecte«t to have an impact on industrial production among 

other fields. Projects expected to be started still during CP III include 

DP/IJID/88/021 (Development of a special facility for electronic packaging 
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technology and ergonomic design at the Centre for Electromagnetics, Madras) 

and DP/IRD/88/022 (Establishment of a Centre for electronic design and 

technology on process control and instrumentation). 

The technological capabilities of the Indian pulp and paper ipdustrx have 

been strengthened by UIDP and UllIDO auiatance since the early 1970•. For 

aost of the projects, the Central Pulp and Paper Research Institute (CPPRI) 

has acted as the counterpart institution. One of the aost interesting 

projects, which has been financed by UJllDO, ls US/IRD/79/206 (Deallification 

plant for the Aahok Paper Mills Liaited). The purpose of this project ls to 

develop a technology for the desilification of bamboo and bagaase black 

liquors in paper aaking. This project. could have illplications on paper 

production in all bamboo-growing countries. Another ongoing project, 

DP/IBD/85/048 (Chemical =ecovery for aaall pulp mills using non-woody 

materials), is expected to lead to more cost-effective pulp production and 

decrease use of forest resources. A few nev projects to strengthen CPPRI 's 

capabilities to serve industry are expected to be approved still UDder CP III. 

Also, the village-level handmade paper production will be upgraded with UBDP 

assistance. 

In the field of fertilizer and pesticides production the main emphasis 

has been on the development of indigenous capabilities. DP/IRD/81/018 

(Investigations to produce sulpur and sulphuric acld from Alljhore pyrite 

deposit~) has produced successful results, which have already led to 

invest:ac:11t considerations for setting up a comercial plant. Further11ore, the 

capabilities of Projects and Development of India Limited (PDIL) services to 

the fertilizer 

DP/Ilm/85/007 

DP/Ilm/88/011 

industry are being strengthened 

(Demonstrdtion and training 

(Strengthening of IDT facilities) 

of improved corrosion detection technologies). 

through the following projects: 

in predictive aaintenance), 

and DP/IID/88/012 (Development 

Re1arding pesticides, the project DP/IllD/80/037 (Pesticides Development 

Proar ... e), has eatabliabed a centre Vbere success baa been achieved 

particularly in developing formulations, vbich vill contribute to the further 

indigenizati~n of Indian pesticides industry. 
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With the increasing interest of Indian tgtile and gament industry to 

upgrade technologies and designs for export purposE:s, the GoTernaent decided 

to establish the Rational Institute of Fashion Technology. SOiie support has 

been requested frOll U1'DP. Vario11& existing textile industry l+D institutes 

are also receiTing mmP assistance. ATIIA has been supported in the 

application of reaearch results in easy-care cotton fabrics. The technology 

baa been fully developed but baa not yet been taken up by industry. BTRA is 

being supported in inatituting computerized voTen or printed textile design 

vith the added adTantage of shade .. tclling. SITRA is developing 11&es of 

unconTentional fibres for the aanufacture of fabrics under the project 

DP/IftD/86/038 and SOiie promising ezperillents vith the •ixing of pineapple 

fibre vitb other fibres has been UDdertalten. The jute industry needs 

modernization and diversified end uses for jute are being developed under the 

project DP/IftD/86/037 to sustain the industry as a major employer. SASMIRA 

has had some preliainary assistance to strengthen its capacity to serve 
industry. 

Modernization of the steel industry is currently being assisted by tvo 

major projects, which also aim at the reduction of production coats. Both 

projects are active at SAIL plants. The first project, DP/IftD/85/002 

(Introduction of computer aystem in SAIL plants), is expected to assiat in 

improving maintenance aanageaent, effectiveness, capacity utilization and 

productivity by establishing an integrated computer-managed maintenance ayatem 

(a..5). The other project ia DP/IftD/85/064 (lteaaures for energy aaving and 

conservation in SAIL'• steel plants). Both projects a1e expected to 

contribute to bringing down the coat of steel. Aaaiatance to the rini-steel 

•ills to cut energy cona1m1ption baa also been initiated. 

With its extenaiTe bamcite reserves, India baa interest in developing her 

aliminiJR incluat['f. A n1m1ber of amaller projects to aodernize facilities and 

to introduce new processing technologies have been carried out vith UllDP and 

UlfIDO aaaiatc.nce. These include DP/IKD/84/004 (Techno-economic study for 

industrial utilization of red-mud waste from bauxite proceHin& in ~orba), 

DP/IID/84/005 (Demonstration un!t of alumina calciner for energy 
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conserTation), UC/UD/IRD/17/083 (Tecbno-econoaic study for upgrading the 

technology of ~orba Almina Plant of BALCO) and DP/ID/84/007 (Assistance to 

super purity alminim). UIU>P inputs worth oTer US$ 4 aUllon vill support 

the establiament of the Javaharlal Kehru .Uminim Research De•elopment and 

Design Centre (DP/IllD/88/015). the actiYitiea of the Centre ahould lead to 

greater self-reliance in al1111ina micl alminlua production an<! to faster growth 

of the indu8try in India. Bev interesting proceaa.i.ns technologies such as 

bioleachlng baYe been introduced to copper (!.I/JJID/U/803). 

The comparison of the SeTenth Plan priorities vlth the ma>P assistance 

during CP III ahovs that the UIU>P programme in the field of industry bas 

effectively supported India's industrialization efforts. 

Nevertheless, as noted, for instance in the docm1entation prepared for 

the Mid-term Review of the URDP/India Country Programae, the U1'DP programe 

implementation bas experienced variuus problems which aay have influenced the 

efficiency of the assistance rendered. Deficiences in project design and 

implementation has been aentioned. In many cases the problems in 

implementation emanate fre>1: poor and unrealistic project design. The 

complexity and the technological lev..:l c.f the industrial projects in India 

require special effort in formulation with close cooperation of all partners, 

i.e. URDP, the Government and the executing agency. It seems that PA or PDF 

should have been used in 11e>re cases of CP III projects. In quite a few 

instances UBIDO has financed preparatory projects or project formulation 

missions from its own resources to design IPF-funded projects. Furthermore, 

( in 1987 U1'IDO established a project appraisal unit which bas contributed to 

improved project design. 

In pro~ect tmpleaentation there have been •ome cases where the G~venment 

implementing agency ha• not delivered Inputs in time and otbera, where the 

executiq agency bas cauaed tbe delaya. In UlfIDO's experience a uaeful tool 

for ainiaizing these delays has been the viait of the ••tional Project 

Director or Coordinator, who in IDdia aoatly are the aanaaer• of the projects, 

tC\ the UBIDO headquarters at the start of the project to prepare a detailed 

work plan, agree on the training programe and to diacuaa in detail tbe 
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equipment requirements. Further necessary aeans to secure timeliness of 

inputs, and saooth iaplmentation in other respects as vell, are 11<>ni toring 

visits of subatanthe officet's to the project site and their attendance at 

tripartite review aeetings. 

Cri tlci• has been expreaaed fr• the OIDP and Govenment aides on 

selection of experts and equiJlllellt. 1JlllDO'a expert roster has been aaid to be 

of lov standard. In the selection of expert• 1JlllDO does not however depend on 

the roster only. The substantive officers aaintain personal contacts vith 

institutions, individuals and companies froa vhoa recommendations for experts 

ca be obtained. llany siailar channels are used for acquiring up-to-date 

information on equipment. 1JlllDO encourages this type of contacts and 

attendace of fairs and conferences is promoted for establishing and 

aaintaining them. 

Placement of trainees from the high-tech projects has often been 

difficult and costlier than expected. These factors have to be taken into 

consideration at the time of project formulation. In a fev recent cases Ul'1DO 

rec011mended raising the budgetary provision originally proposed for the 

training component ~f projects as the training fees have been known to be high. 
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4. POSSIBLE llEAS FOR FUtUU EftPHASIS 

II Il!D!A. s nmumIAL DEVELQPIQI 

For the Bi&hth Plan (April 1990 - llarch 1995) • the national leadership 

bas decided on a GDP arovth taraet of 6S per amam. This vould entail a 

aaaaive investment ln the economy and a public sector investaent of 

approxiaately 30 trillion rupees. the growth in inclutry vill have to be 

between 9 and 10% both in ter.s of Talue addition and in aroaa output teras. 

While targetting for a 6% GDP arovth rate vithln the given resource 

parameters, the Pluming Commiaaion of India is aiaing at a reduction in the 

Incremental Capital Output Ratio: froa the existing 4.6 to 4.3. The 

assmption of growth based on the new ICOR expostulates greater efficiency, 

iaprovement in productivity and a wiser aanagesent of resources etc. 

Therefore, as India looks ahead in the Eighth Plan period and beyond, greater 

efficiency of investaent in different sectors, particularly in the industrial 

sector. becoaes iaperative. It vould necessarily have to come from 

illprovment in productiYity, reduction in investaent costs and operational 

costs, aore efficient aanagesent techniques and better industrial rehtions. 

Slowly, but steadily there is increasing realization among the planners, 

the manufacturers and the consmers of the iaportance of standardization. It 

is also being realized that quality control will, in fact. increase 

( pnducti't'ity and production in the long nm and not reduce it. The need for 

that la being felt increasingly across the board i.e. in capital goods, 

intentediates, and CODSU11er aoods .- durables and expendables alike and aore so 

in the context of &roving export orientation of the economy and the increasing 

coapetltlon inside the country caused by !aports. Coupled vlth it laproYement 

of teatlng facilities and Institutionalized arrangeaenta for consumer 

protection, would also be necessary. 

The third area where the national leadership, and the planners are laying 

aore and aore stress is pollution control and environmental protection. 

Industry is being Yieved both as a sinner as also the instrument for 
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enviro1111ental protection and for providing the wherewithal for pollution 

control. 

Yet another emerging area of concern is conservation of raw aeterials and 

strategic input• like vater and eneru. While t~e need for eneru 

conservation In aectora like ateel 1 alminlam1 cement, etc. baa been 

conaidered important for many yeara, In other areaa alao the demand for aore 

ener17 efficient equipment and proceaaea la aaillin& atrenath. Increuingly • 

there la a feellna that the volmea of vater ued in indutrial processing 

should be drastically curtailed if the available reaources of thia critical 

aaterial are to autain a laraer ~ -tuatrial arovth. Roma for eneru and 

vater conservation vill have to be fixed and where they exist 1 vill require 

being .. de aore stringent. 

Coupled vith the above, n£ed is also being felt for recycling of 

industrial wastes and effluents. the availability of large quantities of 

agricultural waste, particularly of paddy, calls for i..,ediate strategies for 

their econOllic utilization. The discussions with the States in north India 

particularly Baryana and Punjab confirmed the iapression that there is an 

urgent need for providing technologies and aechanias for pollution free use 

of agricultural residuals and for recycling industrial wastes and effluents. 

Ko development plans for India would be •eaningful without a •ajor thrust 

on manpower development and upgrading of skills. Stress was laid on these tvo 

aspects in the Mid Tena Appraisal Docment of the Seventh Plan. While sor1e 

efforts have been .. de, auch W>re needs to be done. Reed is also being felt 

for iaproveaent in .. intenance unqeaent of industrial enterpriaes and for 

installation of 80dern infomation systems. 

Modernization of the capital intensive sectors of induatry particularly 

steel indutry both in the priaary and the secondary aectora is likely to be 

an iaportant area of concern. At the aame tiae 1 arovtb of dovnstreu 

industries will ha·n to be aupported. Greater emphasis on expansion of 

villaae and the traditional ... 11 industries is also likely as these 

sub-sectors are seen as a aajor source of eaployment vi thout being capital 

intensive or being hazardous to enviro1111ent. 
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The aarcb towards liberalization of industry vhich was started a few 

years ago is likely to continue and the industrial •nterprises will have to 

stand grester coapetition both within the co1Dltry and outside. 

h industry rqiatera hi&her growth and couolidates ita &aim, it vill 

be ezpected. to record a better perfonunce in term of Talue aclditlon. 

fSreater aophiatication in industry vould be varrmted. in the nut Plan 

period. Thia aay also require restructuring of industry and re-training of 

vorkera, technicians, experts and apecialiata. 

The Govenment of India ia likely to contain public sector lnveatment in 

the industrial sector. Consequently, t.be large and medium industry will have 

to look increasingly to the capital aarket and, consequently, enterprises will 

have to iaprove their appeal to the comaon shareholder. Technology support to 

Indian industry should, therefore, be directed towards equipping the country's 

industry in the above mentioned directions. 

Role and Integration of new tech»ologies 

The introduction of new technology on which special emphasis bas been 

laid by the Government requires an integrated multidisciplinary approach that 

can exploit the potential of these technologies by creating synergies among 

thea and linking froa the beginning capability building and research and 

development vitb industry. Indian industry enters the 1990'• in an 

increasingly competitive environment both at home and abroad. The new 

technologies will be the key to revitalise existing industries and promote new 

ones. 

A process of restructuring of existing industries and rehabilitation of 

enterprises in the public and private sector baa been initiated. Thia is an 

opportune 11011ent to combine with it the introduction of information 

technology. Surveys have already been made of the scope for such introduction 

in several industrial sectors such as sugar, textiles, cement, etc. 

Institutional mechanisms, incentives and a ho!istic approach to restructuring 

and rehabilitation would be necessary. The small scale sector cannot be 
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excluded in this context both in view of the need to upgrade technology vithin 

the constraints of econoaies of scale and also to enable these ... 11 milts to 

compete, where they 1111St, vith the aecUm and large enterprises and in 

international aarkets. Kandlooma, clothiq and shoes, all vith export 

potential, fall in thia catqory. these sectors aay require informatics 

applications not only in the production process but in deaip and 

distribution. Applicatioaa of CAD and fllS aay have to be adopted. Pilot 

inforaatica applications in .. u acale industries in general, built aromid 

specific products or in incluatrial estates, could iaprove efficiency vithout 

haraiq employaent. It follova that further aomentm needs to be iaparted to 

aoftvare for local applications. 

Technologies are increasingly available for exploitation of, and adding 

value to urine and bio-reaources. Marine resources exploitation .=.wicludes 

sea-bed •ining where India's task as a pioneer investor requires a 

mobilization of her industrial and technologlcal capacities. The need for 

linking biotechnolo&Y research to production gathers added emphasis, as the 

biotechnology progr ... es of the GoYernaent enviaaae aany product• to COile up 

for pilot plant production in 1990-95. In this context, bioproceasing skills 

including fermentation, purification and separation need to be upgraded 

substantially in a planned vay. 

Industry-academia interaction .. Y need examination and new types of 

institutions such as the Engineering Research Centres in the United States .. Y 
require to be created, as also further emphasis on tools such as science 

parka, venture capital, etc. Stand-alone R+D institutions aay have to be 

re-oriented as innovation inati tutiona vi th full involvement of industry. 

Pre-competitive research aong enterpriaea could be eucouuged, both, in the 

public and private sector. 

The .. uriala field la very iaportant for India. Thia includes new 

.. terials, addiq knowledge content and value to existin& .. teriala and 

production of appropriate coapoaitea baaed on local .. uriah. Conae"ation 

of materials, prevention of corroaion, recovery of materials (e.g. by 

bacterial leaching of copper) and nev deaian concepts ~re tasks to be pursued. 
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Engineering and capital goods industries vill bear the brunt of the 

:lapact of information technology and nev 111aterials. To remain cQllpetitive 

internationally and supply atate of the art products, the capital goods 

industries vill have to incorporate features of CIR and 1115. 

Technology Mnitoring and forecaating already introduced in India, vill 

need further extension to enterpriaea. 

The building up of inforaation ayste1111, auch aa the one introduced for 

biotechnology, needs to continue in the fields of nev technologies in generLl, 

complemented by lnvestaent-oriented inforaation vith the cooperation of 

development-financing institutions. 
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5. A.REAS OF 1must FQR IIDIAll umusm DUIIlfG Ul!DP CP-IV 

All the Eighth Plan priorities Jcnovn at the tiae of writina this report 

are intersectoral ones. They include standardization, quality control, 

pollution control, conservation of raw •terials, recycling and aanpower 

development. This aay aean that the UIDP pro1r..ae also needs to talte a aore 

intersectoral approach than in the present country pro1r-e. Rany of the 

ideas brought to the attention of the teaa are linked to the above listed 

priorities. 

Standardization and quality coLtrol are two closely related concepts 

which have particular importance to a country which wishes ~o pr0110te exports 

of manufactured goods or has opened .. rkets for imported goods. Many of the 

institutions to be established during CP IV have the objective of enhancing 

standardization of products and securing their quality to meet the 

requirements of the importing countries. This applies particularly to the 

small scale enterprises which aay not be able to afford the instruments and 

the information required for testing and standard setting and would therefore 

use the services of an institute. 

Leather products and textiles '.ncluding garments are areas where India 

has certain comparative advantages and where quality particularly could boost 

export possibilities. External assistance to such industries to upgrade 

quality could have a strong and positive impact. 

In addition to the poss~ble extension of the project establishing the 

Pollution Control Research Institute several UBDP projects will aaaist in 

reducing pollution cau.ed by particular !nduatriea. Projects to aaaiat in 

treatment of tannery effluents and in introduction of clean coal technologies 

are being formulated. The aectoral presentation of needs for UBDP support, 

which follows, mentions requirements for aaaiatance in controlling pollution 

in such '!ields as non-ferrous aetala, pesticides, fertilizers and pulp and 

paper. It is, however, expected that in aost future projects areater 

attention will have to be focussed on the environmental impact. 
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Tbe Eighth Plan vill require strong aeasures to conserve energy and, as 

the sectoral ,resentation vill shov, assistance is required to introduce and 

develop nn J aore efficient energy saving and conservation aeasures in 

n1m1erous industries. Water is also becoming a critical cOlllllodity the use of 

which has to be controlled. Thia vas expressed to the teaa in several 

aeetings in different part• of the co\Dltry. Water llUlageaent, for instance in 

fertilizer, pulp and paper ed leather induatriea, could need external 

aupp<'rt. In SOiie industries, such as leather goods, introduction of CAD can 

assist in using rav aaterials in the aost optiaal 11ADDer. This tool should be 

exploited by all industries needing conservation of rav aaterials. To reduce 

deforestation alternatives for vood as rav aaterial for packaging, pulp and 

paper industry or handicrafts vill have to be fo'l!Dd in India. 

Recycling is closely connected to pollution control and to conservation 

of raw mate: ials. Technolc.gies now uist in which UIUDO has considerable 

experience and could assist in their transfer to India. In this connection 

one could also mention profitable utilization of industrial wastes. 

Assistance would be nee~ed for instance in promoting industries based on blue 

dust and fly ash. 

Another important cross-sectoral field where assistance could be provided 

is training and skill development. In addition to helping in introducing new 

training methodologies support for entrepreneurial development in small-scale 

industries was recognized as an important need. 

For CP-IV, the felt needs in the electronics sector are in further 

development of fifth generation/knowledge based compute1 systems; r.omputer 

networking applications in industrial aervice and social sectors; fibre optics 

systems application promotion programe; continuation of the computer aided 

management (CAM) programe, the computer aided design (CAD) progruae; the 

appropriate automation 

engineering programe. 

programe and the microprocessor application 

Rev ideaa include application promotion of surface 

mo1Dlt technology (SMT) in Indian electronic• equipment industry; productivity 
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improvement of component industry; c011puter integrated manufacturing; an~ 

development of capital equipment and tools for electronics industry, including 

moulding technology. 

Reed is also felt for developing capabilities for 11a11ufacture of all 

types of components, for institutional aupport in developaent of aemiconductor 

aaterials, and design and batch fabrication of RF + •icrowaTe aysteas. Th~re 

is alao need for upgrading and ezpanding the facilities of the printed circuit 

board project at Gurgaon. 

The team also noted the co•on desire of the Government and of the 

electronics industry that its heavy dependence on imports should be 

substantially reduced. 

electronic components 

potential in the 1990s. 

On the contrary, they consider consumer electronics, 

and electronic software as items of great export 

Assistance for attaining the quality of the products 

at international level will therefore continue to be required. 

Though the steel industry in India is about a hundred years old, the 

major thrust to development of the industry came in the 1960s and thereafter. 

Unfortunately, the capacity utilization of public sector integrated steel 

plants has been low. Recently plar.s for their modernization and 

debottlenecking have been pushed through. Steel being a highly capital and 

energy intensive industry, the thrust has to be on modernization of industry, 

better management of integrated plants, better productivity, and greater 

e.Jergy efficiency both in the primary and the secondary steel manufacturing 

milts. 

The needs and priori ties of technical 111provement in the steel sector 

have been felt in the areas of aoftvare development, ayatem engineering for 

process control, standardization of hardware and software across steel plants, 

training, particularly for au~omation and computer control process, and 

training almlatora. Major areas for technical cooperation include 

continuation of assistance to SAIL in setting up the computer managed 

maintenance system and in energy conservation, support to software development 

for various processes and development of improved refractories for iron and 
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steel malting. Application of advanced ceramics in SAIL plants needs to be 

studied. Sponge iron production vill be enhanced vith assistance to SIIL. 

Uses of blue dust, a by-product of iron ore mining will be studied. 

India has reached the stage of aelf-eufficiency in the production of 

almafna and aluminium. There have been only marginal imports during 1988-89, 

but no imports may be. warranted during 1989-90. The installed capacity for 

aluminium at the end of the Sixth Plan i.e. in 1984-85 vas 362,000 tonnes. 

During the SeYentb Plan the prestigious national almainium projects in the 

public sector vere comissioned vith French technology having a capacity of 

producing 800,000 tonnes of a11:111ina and 210,000 tonnes of aluminium. The 

objective vas to e%port surplus alumina/aluminium. In spite of the aluminium 

(, producing process being energy intensive and India being in short supply of 

energy, the cost of production of aluminium in India bas been economic and 

today indigenous aluminium is selling around 25% cheaper than the cost of 

imported aluminium. The situation is likely to improve in the Eighth Plan 

vhen Slme e%pansion of capacities may be effected. 

The situation in regard to copper is not so good. India is able to meet 

indigenously just about 35% of her requirements. The quality of copper ore is 

poor, though the reserves in the Malanjkhand area in Madhya Pradesh are mo~e 

promising. The demand for copper in 1987-88 was 130,000 tonnes vhile the 

indigenous production vas only 50,000 tonnes. The tentative projection at the 

end of the Eighth Plan is that India should meet 50% of its demand 

indigenously. 

Similar is the position in regard to ~ vhere against the estimated 

demand of approximatley 150,000 'tonnes in 1987-88 only 60,000 tonnes vas 

produced indigenously. Apart from the existing facilities in Rajasthan, a new 

project based on the ore reserves in the Rampura Agucha zinc-lead deposits is 

being implemented. The preliminary demand projection for zinc at the end of 

the Eighth Plan ia a little over 200,000 tonnes of vhich 60-70% vould be met 

indigenously. The capacity of the nev unit vill be 70,000 tonnes of zinc and 

35,000 tonnes of lead. 
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The non-ferrous industry sector will continue to be a aajor area of 

interest to the Indian economy. UR!>P assistance in that field is proposed to 

be used for introduction of bio-11etallurgicel processes in India. To start 

with they are being considered for application in copper aining. Pollution 

control and energy efficiency in non-ferrous aetals processing will need 

support. Processing of aanganeae, 1alli111, zinc and ilaenite are also areas 

for further assistance. The ~orba AlU11ini111 complex will require some 

technical assis~ance, as will the introduction of electro-aaelting of 

sillimanate t~ aluminilall-silicon alloys. 

;bemicals and petro-chemicals is another area which will acquire greater 

significan~e in the industrial growth of India in the 1990s. Additional 

capacity of ethylene crackers is likely to come up during the Eighth Plan 

period. So also larger production of downstream basic materials like HDPE, 

LDPE, LLDPE, PVC, etc. The availability of industrial plastics will also be 

much higher. A few aromatic complexes are also planned which will provide 

xylene and other chemicals. The Indian industry and Government are keen to 

exploit these new opportunities. 

With the number of industries growing requiring handling of increased 

amounts of toxic materials interest was expressed in assistance being given in 

the field of safety in chemical industry. 

In the field of plastics possible areas of assistance include development 

of speciality plastics, plastics for agricultural production in such areas as 

canal lining, irrigation and mulching, as well as in setting up modern 

informati~n systems for polymer• and petrochemicals. Related to this is 

introduction of know-bow for production of 'bemically modified rubber. 

The drugs and pharpiaceuticals aector it another sector of major interest 

to India, both in terms of vollmte and efficacy of drugs, pharmaceutical• and 

vaccine• etc. For UBDP CP-IV, the areas of intereat in this aector would be 

upgrading and aodernization of fermentation technology for antibiotics and 

industrial utilization of medicinal plants. 
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Bitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizers have received increasing attention 

in the last two decades or so with continued emphasis on raising agricultural 

production steadily. Looking to the criticality of the fertilizer industry 

and its crucial role in Indian econ0111Y, it baa been felt that the emphasis has 

to be on raising the nutrient unit efficiency of fertilizers, on tacltling 

probl•s of packa&ing, retention and transportation and on research and 

development for the new varieties of fertilizers and •icro-nutriente. The 

major areas of possible assistance include production of nev types of 

fertilizers, production of 1001 water •~luble phosphates and partially 

acidulated roclt phosphates, introduction of new energy and cost effective 

production processes, energy conservation, pollution control and water 

management in plants, development of new types of catalysts (low temperature 

Ulllonia synthesis, super metbanation, low pressure methanol) and a molecular 

sieve, and introduction of computer-based process optimization and advanced 

analytical techniques. In addition to these areas some thought has been given 

in India to the idea of setting up of an Institute for Fertilizer Science and 

Technology. 

l'he Cement industry has expanded rapidly in the last few years because of 

the stimulus provided through certain policy initiatives taken by the 

Government of India in the eighties. Incentives have also been provided for 

the shift towards dry process technology which saves as much as 35% energy 

compared to the vet process. The cement industry, being one of the key 

industries in the Indian economy, needs to keep up with developments. 

( Assistance could be considered in modernizing VSX technology and built handling 

of cement and other building materials, introducing iltproved training 

methodologies for skill upgradatien and developing utilization of fly ash in 

cement production. 

The main problems of the Ul!ll industry in the Indian context are, ( i) 

heavy dependence on wood; (ii) high energy con1umption; (iii) high ~onsumption 

of water; and (iv) discharge of highly toxic effluent1. The Indian Pulp and 

Paper Research Institute •b~uld continue to receive support to strengthen its 

capabilities in finding solutions. Aaaiatance may be required in building up 
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institutional support for the devdopaent of wood-based industries in the 

Borthern parts of the country. External assistance would also be needed in 

the field of production of furniture froa rubber wood. 

A&ro-fooci proceaaiu ipdulta baa acquired a nev •phaaia ad poaaeHes 

treaendoua potential in India. The .. jor requireaenta are in the iaprovement 

of the netvorlt of collection, atorage and preservation facilities, processing 

technology, and packaging. Tbe iuduatry alao suffers frOll the 

non-availability of adequate varietiea of fruits auitable for processing. 

Fruita and vegetables ideally suited for proceasing are aango, 1uava, banana, 

pineapple, garlic, onion, potatoes, ginger, peas, cauliflower and leafy 

vegetables. Cereals, like .. ize and barle~ and apices are also well suited for 

processing. Various fruit• and berries particular to India are not utilized 

for lack of processing know-how and therefore work in thia area needs to be 

carried out. The specific needs in this sector for technical cooperation 

could include better processing, preservation and packaging technologies, 

manpower development and economic use of by-products. 

In regard to marine products, it has been noted that the bulk of the 

marine catch is thrown away for lack of preservation facilities and proper 

marketing techniques. Efforts have to be made towards optimal utilization of 

the catch either for table purposes or for processing it for nutritional food 

aupplements or as an ingredient for drugs and pbaniaceuticals. Therefore in 

addition to building up its fishing harbours, equipment and other 

infrastructure, there is need of better packaging of the marine catch and 

setting up of 'cold chains'. In regard to Ill.Al, the need for modern slaughter 

houses has been felt aa also for aeat packaging 1Dlits. 

In the field of edible oila a "technology mission" has been aet up by the 

Government of India for the production of oilseeds. However, on the 

proceaaing aide, need for external aHiatance ii felt for improved 

technolo~iea, extraction of edible oil frOll non-traditional itema like rice 

bran an~ forest baaed oilaeeda, and production of aoyabean oil. Great urgency 

11 being felt for aore efficient preaervation and storage of edible oils, and 

energy conaervation in the edible oil induatry. The need for aetti.ng up aome 
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demonstraUon units for extraction of nev varieties of edible oils and for 

demonstrating uever process technologies of eztraction cannot be 

overemphasized. 

?'he .lllUX industry has been arovina at a fut pace aince the 1970s and in 

fact, Intia ia now the laraeat producing country ill the vorld. It la 1enerally 

aelf-aufficient ill sugar production. The nmber of sugar factories vent up 

from 214 in 1970-71 to a total of 386 ill Decmber 1988 o~ which 330 are in 

private and cooperative sectors. The recovery percentage of sugar has tended 

to iaprove while the crushing aeasons have becoae longer. Bovever, in certain 

varieties of sugarcane and in SOiie parts of the country the sucrose content 

continues to be low. Worldvide there have been considerable developments 

covering such areas as mill extraction, juice clarification, evaporation and 

crystalizing and energy conservation which need adoption by the Indian sugar 

industry. Similarly, the instrumentation and control mechanisms also need 

updating. There could also be better utilization of by-products such as 

bagasse and molasses for newsprint and alcohol. 

Footwear and 

earners for India. 

other finished leather goods have become major export 

As stated above, the country has a comparative strength in 

this area, but tne quality of the products needs to be continuously upgraded 

for them to be competitive. Assistance could be used for introduction of 

latest technologies for leather processing and component and accessories 

manufacture. The Central Leather Research Institute (CLRI), Madras, should be 

supported in the field of design and development of footwear and leather 

products. Production of leather garments is an area where assistance may be 

required for development of quality products. Quall ty control and testing 

facilities are needed in various· parts of the country. Effluent treatment, 

recovery of some processing agents as well as water management are areas where 

the leather industry may also require assistance. 

?'he textile industry la one of the main pillars of the Indian economy 

apart from being one of her ol4eat industries. The vei&htage assigned to IIP 

to the textile industry including cotton textiles, jute and textile products 

is a little over 15%. Tht industry h pre11ently aoing through a major 
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transforaation. While a large number of coaposite milts are facing hardship. 

the poverlooa industry is doing rather vell. In the coaposite •ills. the 

spinning sector is doiq better. Export of handlooms and readyaade garments 

is looking up. 

The Central Governaent umo1111ced a new Textile Policy in 1915 <Illich has 

yielded dhidenda. The total volume of cloth production hH increaaed over 

the yeara. The quali~ alao ia iaproTing. There ia a perceptible ahift 

tovarcls production of blended yam. 

The readyaade garment industry ha8 been looking up. the export of 

teztiles including fabrics and reaclyaade ga111e11ta has been going up sharply. 

Their export uceeded Ra. 20.000 aillion in 1987-18 and is likely to be 

arolllld 22.000 milliun in 1988-89. The target for 1989-90 has been fixed at 

Rs. 25,000 •illion. 

Textile mills have faced closure essentially because of lack of 

modernization and inability to remain competitive in an open system. 

The main thrust in the textile industry has, therefore, to be on 

modernization and restructuring, vhich vould include re-training and 

re-deployment of the large vorkforce. 

Assistance aimed at meeting these requirements vill be of great 

importance. The other felt needs of the textile industry include energy 

conservation, pollution control, improvement and diversification of blending 

of fabrics, including use of jute in menswear etc. In the garment aector, the 

main areas of interest are fHhion designing and atrengthening of export 

capabilities. Reed has alao been felt for aettin1 up centre• for vool 

development and testing. Induction of the latest dehairing technologies will 

1reatly help the woollen induatry particularly the paahmina shawl 

manufacturing industry in ~•hair and Bi .. chel Pradesh. 

The energy sector ia a critical area for the Indhn economy. Acute 

electric power shortages have been experienced in different paru of the 

country at different times. The present installed capacity of 58738. 96 MW 

fall• short of India'• requirements. The targetted installed capacity at the 
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end of the Seventh Plan i.e. ll llarc:h 1990 is 64371.37 fll and 102559 fll as at 

the end of the Eighth Plan. 

this aajor area of concern in the energy •ector lies in the need to 

illprove the aeneratlon, tr .... iaaioe and diatrlbutlon ayateas aimlnc at 

reduction in T+D loeaea, reduction ill conaamption of furnace oil and coal and 

reduction in amillary conamptlon. ~rovmenta in power generation, 

transalealon and dlatrlbution equipment aa vell aa in the domestic appliances 

are urgently needed. Another area of concern la the harness inc of renewable 

aourcea of energy. Solar powered Jn19PiD& aeia for agricultural purposes have 

been developed but the prototypes do not have sufficient capacity equivalent 

to 5 to 7.5 H.P. and their coat is prohibitive. Therefore assistance is 

needed for the development and eventual manufacture of adequately powered 

agricultural puapinc sets at c011petitive prices. 

Areas of further possible assistance include support to development of 

hydrogen energy and a rural power progruae based on renewable sources of 

energy. 

The ~m small scale industcy has played a very significant role in 

India's economic development in the 4&St three decades or so. It is likely to 

play a more crucial role in the years to come. Unfortunately, it suffers from 

a few serious handicaps, e.g. low productivity, poor quality, cost of 

production and a very large percentage of industrial sickness. 

The need, obviously, is to proYidi! sustenance which will improve the 

overall competitiveness of the amall scale industry, its quality and 

reliability as also its e.zport capability. ThiB vUl enable the ... 11 scale 

industry to llOdernize and vUl al8o reduce the risk of such units falling 

aicJt. With these objectives, several projects have been fonmlated and some 

of them have already been submitted to the Gonrnment and UIDP. 

Specific areas addressed by the projects are: entrepreneurial 

development, quality control and standardization of products, 

creation/upgradinc of comon facilities like heat treatment centres, quality 

marking and testing 
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facilities, tool rooms and training centres for designs, die aalting and 

aouldings, and exposure to the vorld aarltet vith a view to boost exports. It 

vould be worthwhile to support institutions to build up expertise and 

capabilities in industrial aanagment and industrial economics apecificially 

for the ... 11 and aediua scale sectors. 

The traditiopal lndgatries of India, nwly, handlo098 r handicrafts, 

Tillage industries and qriculture have been the .. inatay of Indian society 

and ~CODQllY for centuries. Their importance lies in the large scale local 

aployaent they provide, the fact that these industries have been the flag 

bearers of India's cultural heritage, and that they are lov capital intensive 

and high employment intensive sectors. One of the aain areas of concern for 

the Ei&hth Plan is the greater efficiency of every rupee which is invested and 

the effort needed for raising productivity for greater value addition in these 

sectors. Consequently, the emphasis on these sectors of industry may be 

heightened in the Eighth Plan. 

Unlike the sectors of modern industry, there is very little in terms of 

craftsaansbip or the quality of hunan skills that the Indian artisan could 

seek ~o iaport from abroad. The hmian skills for handlooms and handicrafts 

and :thadi and village industry are available aplenty in the country. However, 

appropriate inputs for modernization of these activities vould be needed vhich 

vould also lead to greater Talue addition. These sectors seem to require 

institutional support for design development including CAD, quality control, 

standardization, testing, l+D for development of nev aateri•ls for handicrafts 

and handlooas and development of ceramics for domestic use and clay roofing 

tiles. Improvement is needed in packaging technology for handicrafts and 

dyeing, finishing and aoth-proofiDg of carpet.a and handl~v:o products. Energy 

conservation aeaaurea need to be introduced to rural industries. 

igs and 1pellea have become a aajor export earner for India. The 

Talue of their exports may have exceeded Ra. 40,000 million in 1911-89 and may 
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touch Rs. 50,000 aillion in 1989-90. (The net value addition is around 20%). 

The industry is essentially in the prhate sector t!lougb the Governaent of 

India and the State Governaenta are providing back-up aupport at different 

points. The sector, and particularly its export capability could be improved 

vith aaaiatance to artiaana 1D the field of training in jewellery product 

4eYelopment and 11U1ufacturing teclmolories. 
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6. LISSOl!S LEAm; REV ftODALIIIll 

The industrial arovth achieved by I~dia in the 1980s has been iapressive. 

The te.. also noted the aeneral appreciation in India for the inputs provided 

by UJIDP in industrial development. The te•, therefore, feels justified in 

s11&&estina that the iaportance civen to the industrial and industry related 

sectors by UllDP be aaintained, and even increased during CP-IV. While aalting 

this rec~endation, the te• would like to reiterate that these activities 

should ala at technology related inatitution building, h~ resources 

develoiment and aalting a solid and perceptible contribution to the Indian 

econ011Y. Fr ... entation of the liaited available resources auat be avoided. 

The policy initiatives that have led to the acceleration of industrial 

grovth have per force aeneratelf the need for speedy provision of up-to-date 

technological, aarketing and related inforaation. While the large enterprises 

in the public and private sectors have inherent advantages in anticipating new 

dneloiments, the saall and aedh• scale industry is highly dependent on 

external information delivery aysteas. Increasing emphasis on export 

orientation and the grovth of c011petition from imports underlines the need for 

SMEs to be constantly on the look-out for technological innovative and 

aarketing trends. 

Technology transfer being an eaaential aapect of U1'DP/U1'IDO assistance, 

the aid-tena reviev of CP-III pointed to the need for a more active sharing 

vithin the co1Dltry of tecbnologiea being developed with UBDP f1Dlding. To 

prevent projects frOll bec011ing solely in-house l+D units of the assisted 

aaency, the suggestion VH aade that, wherever appropriate, projects should 

consider sett in& up pilot facilities to tackle technology transfer problems. 

Wider dissemination of inforaation on successful project• vaa UDderlined, but 

this could be done beat vben aoverment policy vaa clear to ensure that finD 

Unkaaea are eatabliahed vith indutry =~ other end-uaera to facilitate the 

use of aethods and tecbnoloaie• developed. 

The industrial research and service institution• that have been assiated 

by U1'DP/URIDO, such H those deaUna with leather, textiles, machine toola, 
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electrical aeasuring instrullents, bicycles, etc. have been active in providing 

infonaation to industry but appear to have largely confined their work to 

their 1-ediate vicinity. Given the aize of the country, there have been 

requests for assistance in the establiabltent or atrengthening of similar 

institutions in other states. Perhaps, with &Olle budgetary help and a aodicum 

of external aaaiatance, a 110re effectfYe networking ayatea could be deYised in 

the existing structures, at least in the area of information. 

The teaa also noted an intense desire on the part of the Indian industry 

mid the GoYera.ent for a regular dissemination of infonaation from URDP/UNIDO 

in the following areas: i) technological developments taking place in industry 

and the industry related sectors outside India, ii) the nature and quality of 

the industry related projects of UBDP executed in other countries, and iii) 

the achievements and the benefits of the industry related projects of UNDP 

executed in India. 

In this context the team reconnends that the UNIDO Headquarters play a 

role in discharging the responsibilities at (i) + (ii) above and transmit 

information to India in the Ministry of Industry and the Industry + Minerals 

Division of the Planning Coanission. As regards (iii) abo~e, it is noted that 

the project profiles of URDP/UNIDO projects even now require sharing of such 

information. The Government of India, UNDP and UNIDO have a role to play in 

ensuring its flow and dissemination 

Since the adoption of economic liberalization measures, there has been a 

( keen and wide interest in how the pattern of interaction and coordination 

between private and public sector industry are developing. This is to be 

expected since the manufacturing sector in India is one of the largest in the 

world. These patterns could affect the role URDP/UNIDO could play in the 

pr0110tion of private sector growth in industry. 

Prhate sector participation in URDP/Ul'1DO assistance in India has been 

110re of an end-user and beneficiary than of an initiator and implementor. This 

is particularly true of projects targetted at cmall and medium-scale 

industries. For instance, bicycle manufacturers have benefltted from 
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technoloilcal improvements resulting from the project in Ludhiana. Similarly, 

the small scale electronics and scientific instnaents industies have gained 

tremendously from th~ assistance &iven to the Instruments Design Development 

and facilities Centre at Aabala Cantt; so has the plastic industry in Madras 

froa the Plastic Testing Centre, whose success had led to the setting up of 

similar centres in Luclcnow, Bhubaneavar, Hyderabad and Bhopal. Proaressively, 

the private sector should take intiathes through their associations to seek 

URDP/URIDO cooperation. In the •eantiae, new projt!Cts dealing with the 

establishment of institutions to serve industry would do well to learn from 

the success of the above •entioned projects, whose .. in accomplishment has 

been their close association and working partnerships with industry. With the 

private sector being given a greater role in industrial development, it is 

important that projects are designed to ensure their participation not only as 

end-users or beneficiaries but also as actual agents of development and 

change. Increasingly, projects could be directed towards working directly with 

and for private industry through the use of industrial associations, 

consultancy groups, RGO's. Any efforts towards 'privatization' of projects 

would, however, be misplaced. 

During the discussions with the State Governments, the team noted their 

strong desire for greater involvement with the UNDP/UlfIDO progrU1Des. The 

team's interaction with them has generated many fresh ideas. Worthwhile 

proposals for CP IV could be expected from them. The State Governments also 

laid stress on sharing of information by UNDP/UBIDO and the Government of 

India with them. The team noted that the State Governments generally have 

large and strong industry departments. 

The team also noted the suueation that for a aucceaaful implementation 

of industry related URDP projects in India, the appointment of full-time 

experts and aanagera la warranted. Short-term appointees or part-time workers 

find it difficult to devote the kind of serious and sustained attention which 

la needed to a:ecute these projects in time and effectively. The team also 

noted the suggestion that the local Project Director may be 1iven 1reater 

fla:ibility in malting appropriate adjustments in the inputs needed for 

a:ecuting the project. Reference has al10 been made to the need for greater 

co1t effectivene1s of these projects. 
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Du~ to the complexity and sophistication of •any of India• s industrial 

requirements, it is reco1111ended that 1tOre •easures be given to project 

identification and formulation activities. Greater use of preparatory 

assistance (PA) and project development facility (PDF) •echani&llS should be 

encouraged along vi th the participation of aecuting agencies in such 

aiasions. They provide the opportunity for early acquaintance vith local 

project authorities and potential users and beneficiaries of the project, 

which could facilitate 1Dlderatanding of future procedural and substantive 

requirements. During this pre-project aecution stage sufficient tiae should 

be given to ensure that a project will have aet its pre-requisites before its 

approval. If necessary, PA f1Dlds could be used to provide expert assistance 

in determining the kind of land and buildings that will be required to house 

the project. This is to tmderline the now increasingly accepted fact that it 

is project preparation that has the greatest influence on project success. 

In India project monitoring appears to have been given more importance 

than evaluation. The tripartite review being the formal part of the 

monitoring system, where important decisions can be made on the design, 

progress and future of the project, the participation of agenc.y technical 

backstopping officer should be the norm snd such participation should be 

covered from project ftmds. Regarding evaluations, the timing is important as 

it provides the opportunity for improvement in performance and impact. 

Mid-term evaluations should therefore be favoured. 

The mid-term appraisal of CP-III bas been very useful in pointing out 

lessons to ensure improved efficiency and effectiveness of future programmes. 

The Indian industry has a large pool of technically trained manpower 

endowed vi th long and rich experience in various fields. Many sectors of 

industry have acquired a strong and wide baae. The team, therefore, feels 

encouraged to recomend that more regional and inter-regional projects be 

boated in India. 
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Managing Director, Karnataka State 
Coir Development Corporation 

Vice-President, FKCCI 

President, Karnataka Small Scale 
Industries Association 

Finance Director, Karnataka 
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President, FKCCI 

FKCCI 
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Chief Engineer, Projects HMT,Ltd. 

Joint Director, CMTI 
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Chairman & Managing Director, 
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General Manager, Mysore Lamps 
Works Limited 
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